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Abstract
This article presents the research carried out on student teachers’ attitudes towards collaboration in ePortfolios
at the Ibiza campus of the University of the Balearic Islands. An on-going ePortfolio project was implemented
in September 2009 throughout our different Teacher Education programmes. Changes have been introduced
to the project design based on initial research findings. Data collection is carried out with the first and the last
graduation classes that have worked on the ePortfolio project.This research allows us to observe any changes
in student teachers’ attitudes towards collaboration in ePortfolios due to improved scaffolding as the project
progresses.
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Introduction
Collaboration is a skill to be developed by teachers of
all levels (Rubia, Anguita & Ruíz, 2006). Information and
Communication Technologies (ICT) can empower the
new spaces created by collaborative learning (Basilotta
and Herrada, 2013) and can offer the possibility to adopt
new collaborative models that change paradigms and
the relationship between students and teachers (Taspcott
& Williams, 2010). Computer Supported Collaborative
Learning (CSCL) is based on group work that is interactive
and collaborative (Johnson & Johnson, 1996; Lipponen,
2002). The learning tasks are designed so that solutions
do not have a single correct answer, but include different ways to find a solution so that students and teachers
must reach agreement; a fact that helps students become
more independent and socially and intellectually mature
(Bruffee, 1995). To achieve these solutions, one important
element is sharing new acquired knowledge that enriches
the whole group (“we are better by sharing”, @catherincronin, 2013).
This collaboration leads us to ICT spaces where sharing
and interacting is empowered by openness and participation. In fact, Couros (2010) has claimed that openness
is the movement that enhances collaboration in order
to share and achieve greater access, inter-operation and
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transparency. In this sense, Web 2.0 tools, which are different from Web 1.0 with regard to the user interaction and
participation component (Wesch, 2007), seem to fit quite
well. Web 2.0 may be crucial for universities to introduce
more collaborative and innovative methodologies (Conole
& Alevizou, 2010; Buchem & Hamelmann, 2011). Web 2.0
tools are open in the sense that they allow individuals to
work with open standards and content, and are accessible
and searchable on the net by default, of which anyone
can take advantage (and learn from it) (Anderson, 2007).
The introduction of Web 2.0 tools in education has
empowered Personal Learning Environments (PLEs). A
PLE has been defined as the set of activities, resources
and people that one has for learning. The digital part of
PLEs is made up of tools to access information, create
new knowledge and finally, share and collaborate with
others (Adell & Castañeda, 2010; Castañeda & Adell, 2013).
Lubensky (2006), for his part, considers that the PLE is the
facility for the user to access, aggregate, configure and
manipulate the digital artefacts in their own learning experiences. In this conceptualization, the author places the
PLE at the junction between the VLE, the ePortfolio and
Web 2.0 services. It has also been argued that ePortfolios
can be methodologically integrated in institutional Virtual
Learning Environments (VLE) (Salinas, Marín & Escandell,
2011) and that they are a part of students’ PLEs (de Benito,

Escandell, Ordinas, Salinas & Sastre, 2012). Wheeler (2009),
after defining the PLE’s functions (managing information,
generating content and connecting with others), places
the ePortfolio and its function (recording and sharing
achievement) at the junction of the three PLE functions.

Theoretical Framework
Collaboration is one of the three portfolio processes
defined by Zubizarreta (2009), which are documentation, reflection and, collaboration and mentoring. The
following picture shows how the interaction of the three
processes represents maximum learning:

Figure 1. Graphic Model of a Learning Portfolio (Zubizarreta, 2009, p. 25)

Zubizarreta (2009, p. 48) argues that although collaboration has not been a defined aim in many ePortfolio designs, it is part of its nature and ePortfolio “presupposes
a sense of authorship that suggests audience”. The collaboration can come from many - teachers and peers in
and outside the classroom and, in face-to-face lessons,
or online. The mentorship from the teacher is a kind of
collaboration and both the teacher and the student
depend on each other to keep reflection dynamic. Collaboration between students is more challenging but
also “transformative” (Zubizarreta, 2009, p. 49). The role
of peers is to enhance reflection and help the process of
evidence selection to document learning.
Other authors have also defended collaboration in
ePortfolios from diverse points of view. Lin (2008) argues
that communication, interaction and collaboration
are crucial for dealing with technical issues. Barbera
(2009) defines the concept “netfolio” where collaboration is carried out for peer and co-assessment. This
net of ePortfolios increases students’ revisions among
themselves, and the role of teachers is that of the silent
observer, making his or her presence a guarantee of correction. Garrett (2011) has criticised that most ePortfolio tools, being aware of security and privacy issues,
have neglected social learning because of the lack of

facilities for exchange and collaboration. Therefore, the
paper argues that “collaboration should be reflected in
systems’ design as more than an afterthought” (Garrett,
2011, p. 189). Garret (2011) concludes that ‘ease of use’
software can enhance student collaboration and that
it should be designed for social exchange instead of
rigorous assessment. Cambridge (2010) states that the
lack of collaboration in ePortfolios is a consequence of
paper-based portfolios which were mainly individual
projects. Oner & Adadan (2011) point out that ePortfolio construction is a collaborative task. As for teaching
portfolios, Klenowski (2007) stated that its construction
is a collaboration process in which colleagues share and
have dialogues that enhance reflection about their own
teaching.
Barrett (2011, p. 296) has argued that collaboration is
the heart of social networking:
Technology creates new opportunities for
collaborating and publishing, especially
with Web 2.0 tools. Social networks involve
connecting or “friending”, listening or reading
posts, responding or commenting and sharing
through linking or tagging. Social networking
has the underlying foundational concepts of
interactivity and collaboration.
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Therefore, it can be argued that the use of Web 2.0 tools
can empower the collaboration process in ePortfolios.
Actually, networking has become a key process for our
present day ePortfolio landscape (Attwell, 2012). Cambridge’s (2009, 2010) network self is mainly based on connecting with others thanks to the use of Web 2.0 for the
construction of ePortfolios. Barrett (2009, 2011) has also
referred to collaboration in the second and third step of
her ePortfolio model, that is, in the collection of evidence
and its presentation.

The ePortfolio Project
In the Teacher Education Programme of the Balearic
Islands University, Ibiza campus, an ePortfolio project has
been in progress since September 2009. The ePortfolio
is based on Web 2.0 - blogs as ePortfolio platforms and a
diverse range of Web 2.0 tools for the construction of artefacts. All the ePortfolios of each graduation class are joined
together in a kind of ePortfolio net, built with the tool
Netvibes, following the idea of Barbera’s (2009) netfolio.
The project has three main aims: students document their
growth and identity as future teachers; students empower
their PLEs due to the use of diverse social media; and
students ‘live’ a learning experience that can have future
impact on their teaching.
During their first semester at university, students are asked
to write weekly on their learning in a pedagogy course.
Their writings are assessed weekly with the use of a rubric.
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ing ideas and content, giving advice for future learning
processes, and recommending technical tools.
Methodology
A descriptive methodology is used for this study with the
measurement of students’ attitudes towards ePortfolios
and technology in education carried out with a five-point
Likert scale that ranged from 1 – totally disagree to 5 –
totally agree, in order to measure and describe student
teachers’ perceptions. This methodology allows the researcher to be as objective as possible by describing facts
and the sample’s characteristics. It also enhances data
collection, problem identification, conducting of comparisons, future changes, planning, and decision-making
(Van Dalen & Meyer, 1981). Also, Likert scales allow for the
observation of attitude tendency of subjects who have
been surveyed (Pérez Juste, 1997).
This type of descriptive method is called the survey
method. In this kind of method, participants answer
questions on a questionnaire (in this case) or an interview.
The answers are afterwards described by the researchers (Jackson, 2009) in terms of how the total sample has
been distributed on the different answer alternatives for a
questionnaire item (marginal tabulations), and can also be
compared and analyzed at a deeper level. Marginal tabulations are common in survey research in education (Nelson
Knupfer & McLellan, 2001).

The Participant Groups

Due to some drawbacks uncovered by initial research (Tur,
2011, 2013) some changes have been introduced in the
ePortfolio implementation. For example, the first graduation class was free to open the blogs they needed as well
as to write at the frequency they chose. Also, students
were invited to comment on their colleagues’ writings, but
no help was provided. Having observed the low frequency of student writings and the difficulties for collaboration
and networking with so many blogs (Tur, 2013), the following graduation classes were introduced to progressive
changes.

The participants are divided into two groups: the first
and the last graduation classes involved in the ePortfolio
project to date. All students participating in the project
implementation are pre-service teachers in different
programmes. The first graduation class, from the school
year 2009-10, was a group of students in the Bachelor of
Arts Program in Early Childhood Education. The last graduation class, from the school year 2012-13, was a group
of students in the Master of Arts Program in Secondary
Education.

Therefore, the last graduation class had to keep in mind
the following three rules: one blog per student, weekly
writings and comments on classmates’ blogs. One of the
main changes has been the scaffolding of the collaboration process as it was compulsory for the comments to
be written on student blogs, and students were given
suggestions for the comments; expanding and contrast-

Table 1 Participant Groups
The tutor was helpful. (n=47)

Male

Female

Bachelor Group

2

23

Master Group

8

1

Netvibes site of the first graduation class: http://www.netvibes.com/eportafoliodestudis#General

2

Netvibes site of the last graduation class: http://www.netvibes.com/gemmamaster#PIC-2012
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All students were born in the eighties, and none of them
had ever kept a blog or an ePortfolio, although most of
them are network users (mainly Facebook).

Research Questions
Initial research observed a lack of collaboration among
students despite the usage of open tools for the
construction of ePortfolios (Tur, 2011, 2013). Certain
negative attitudes towards the impact of collaboration
in student teachers’ learning were observed; and, after
having implemented some changes to improve the
collaboration process, our research questions were:
1. Will student teachers who have collaborated in
a more systematic way have a positive attitude
towards collaboration?
2. What are the topics about which students
collaborate through their ePortfolios?

item can be rated with a value from 1 to 5, the first value
being ‘totally disagree’ and the last one, ‘totally agree’.
Value number 3 is ‘neither agree nor disagree’ which
means a rather indifferent attitude.
To see the topics students discuss in their comments,
a text analysis has also been performed. This analysis
is based on the scaffolding students were given, and it
considers three main topics: content, technology and
reflection. However, while the analysis was being done,
it was considered necessary to also observe two more
topics: comments to encourage classmates and dialogues
where the main aim was expressing appreciation for the
comment given.
Apart from that, we are also giving data about student
activity within their ePortfolios, a number of blogs and
evidence written to see the proportion of comments also
made.
Results and Discussion

Research Instruments
The instrument for data collection is based on a Likert
scale built by Lin (2008) from which we will only show
results on the two concrete items related to collaboration
(items 15 and 17 of a total of 18). On a Likert scale, every

Data offered is based on three elements: number of
comments made by each group of participants; results
of the Likert scale items on collaboration; and the topics
of the comments are reviewed in order to see the aim of
collaboration.

Number of Comments
BLOGS

EPORTF
EVIDENCE

NUMBER OF
COM.

AVERAGE
AVERAGE
AGENT OF COMMENTS
NUMBER COM- NUMBER COM- TEA.
STUD. OUT.
BLOG
EVID.

2009-10

77

247

16

0.2

0.06

9

6

1

2012-13

22

154

37- 41

1.9

0.27

0

37

0

Table 2. Number of Comments and Other Elements in Students› ePortfolios

As can be observed, the number of comments is not really
high in any of the groups, although it is much higher in the
second group (37) than in the first (16). Students of the first
graduation class were not asked to comment on their ePortfolios although exchange among them had been fostered.
The number of blogs did not help at all because students did
not know where to focus their collaboration task as has been
reported (Tur, 2013) –students were free to open as many as
they needed. Thus, the average number of comments per
blog (0.2) and per evidence (0.06) seems insignificant. However, the total number of comments in the second group is
more relevant to the number of blogs, nearly two of them

(1.9) –students were not allowed to open more than one
blog- and of evidence (0.27). These results mean that every
student received at least one comment on their blog from
one colleague and that there was a comment for every four
pieces of evidence. As for the agent, most of the comments
were made by teachers in the school year 2009-10, and only
a few were made by students themselves, whereas in 201213 all the comments were made by students. Among all the
comments only one was made by a person who was not a
part of the group – neither a student nor a teacher - in the
first school year, which did not happen in the second school
year.
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Topics of comments

2009-10

ENCOU

THANK

5

2

2012-13

2

CONT

TECH ISSUES TECH REFL

39

3

REFL

ARTEF

3

1

Table 3. Topics of Comments in Students’ ePortfolios

In the first school year only seven comments were made
by students and most of them were about encouraging,
valuing effort and time spent and being proud of the colleague’s work. There were two short dialogues whose aim
was to say thanks for the comment received. Whilst in the
second school year, all of them were made by students
and none was as emotional as in the first graduation class.
Instead, the vast majority of the comments (91%) were
about the pedagogical content shown in that evidence.
The other 5% was a reflection on the affordances of technology for learning and teaching.
There were some comments that were based on more
than one topic, being content, reflection on technology
and on one’s own learning and artefacts. An item about
technical issues was also observed due to the previous
literature review where it was observed that this was a
topic for collaboration; but data collected does not allow
the observation of this topic in our sample. The techno-

logical reflection includes comments on the importance
of concepts such as, the empowerment of the PLE and
the reflection on one’s own learning makes remarks on
the innovative experience they have lived, and the affordances it has for lifelong learning. Finally, there was only
one comment on an artefact, which was valued because
it made clear what the text was describing. It is relevant to
say that this artefact was built by others or other authored
(Cambridge, 2010, 122) and was chosen to symbolize
the students’ learning, and that no comment was about
artefacts created by students themselves. This fact is quite
contradictory because in face-to-face lessons, discussions
often started commenting on students’ artefacts and the
pride they felt after having published them in their own
ePortfolios. Finally, there were only two short dialogues
on the ePortfolio mainly to give thanks for the comment,
although in one ePortfolio an attempt at conceptual
discussion can also be observed.

Student Teachers’ Attitude
- I learned a lot from communicating, interacting and collaborating with peers.
Value

Number of students
2009-10

% 2009-10

Number of students
2012-13

% 2012-13

5= totally agree

3

12

7

32

4= agree

10

40

12

54.5

3= agree nor disagree

8

32

1

4.5

2= disagree

2

8

1

4.5

1= totally disagree

0

0

0

0

NA

2

8

1

4.5

Table 4. Likert Scale: Item on the Learning Impact of Collaboration

Results from the first group were not totally negative as
only 8% of the group rated in disagreement concerning the impact of learning with others. Also, half of the
group answered “agree” or “totally agree”. However, results from the last group show a more absolute positive
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attitude. Thus, 86.5% of the group rated the item with
options 1 and 2, and only 1% rated the item with the
option 2. Another relevant point is that 32% chose the
neutral option (neither agree nor disagree) in 2009-10
while only 1% chose it in 2012-13.

- I learned from reviewing my peers’ ePortfolios online.
Value

Number of students
2009-10

% 2009-10

Number of students
2012-13

% 2012-13

5= totally agree

2

8

5

22.7

4= agree

6

24

11

50

3= agree nor disagree

10

40

3

13.6

2= disagree

6

24

2

9.1

1= totally disagree

0

0

0

0

NA

1

4

1

4.6

Table 5. Likert Scale: Item on the Learning Impact of Reviewing Colleagues› ePortfolios

In 2009-10 opinions for and against are quite balanced, as
results for values 2 and 4 are the same. Eventually, positive answers are greater because no student answered
the item with value number 5, and a few answered with
value 1. The value with higher results is number 3, which
indicates a rather indifferent attitude. The difference with
results in 2012-13 is noticeable. Nearly 78% of students
were “agree” or “totally agree” and only 9% were “disagree”,
although 14% of the group were also rather indifferent to
the impact of learning from others.
Both groups show general positive attitudes towards collaboration in ePortfolios. However, considering the results
of the Likert scale, it is obvious that the second group
presents more positive levels of attitude towards collaboration and its impact on students’ learning.

Conclusion
Openness is one of the main characteristics of Web 2.0
tools. With open tools for the construction of ePortfolios
we aim to foster collaboration among student teachers.
Nonetheless, the fact that open tools were chosen for
the construction of ePortfolios did not guarantee actual
exchange and peer learning (Tur, 2013; Tur & Urbina,
2013). Thus, due to this drawback uncovered by previous
research, it was necessary to enhance the collaboration
process.
At this point, we can confirm that students who have written comments on their classmates’ ePortfolios rank higher
the items about the impact of collaboration in their own
learning. It seems that scaffolding the collaboration process, guiding topics of review, has enhanced the peer review among students. This research conclusion aligns with
the findings of Cheng & Chau (2009) and Bartholomew,
Jones & Glassman (2012) that point out the importance of
comments on an ePortfolio to empower social exchange
in ePortfolios.

As for the second research question, the topic which
was the main object of collaboration among students
was mainly the content and purpose of their pieces of
writing. This result contradicts some previous research
that pointed out that the main purpose of collaboration
among students was based on the technical level (Lin,
2008; Barbera, 2009; Tur, 2013). Also, it can be observed
that during the school year when the teacher made comments there were very few comments made by students.
However, during the school year when the teacher limited
herself to encouraging more students’ comments, student
comments increased. Therefore, these conclusions contradict the findings of Deng & Yuen (2012) who argue the
importance of teachers’ and lecturers’ comments to foster
students’ exchange.
Finally, it is necessary to point out that this research
lacks the observation of the impact of collaboration on
students’ learning and performance. Therefore, further
research is needed to collect data and analyse if collaborative learning through ePortfolios gives the opportunity for
deeper learning. Furthermore, it would also be necessary
to analyse the transformation of the teaching and learning
process in classrooms and thus, educational institutions in
general.
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